What is Breakout Edu?

Breakout EDU boxes are customizable "escape room" type boxes that each come with different types of locks that can be set to different codes and other tools used in many of the games (listed below). These boxes work for just about any content area you can come up with; we have used them for STEM purposes, Science, Reading, and Math to name a few!

One Kit Includes

- Large Breakout EDU Box
- Small Breakout EDU Box
- Hasp
- ABC Multilock
- Directional Multilock
- Color/Shape/Number Multilock Wheels
- Key Lock (with 3 keys)
• 3-Digit-Lock
• 4-Digit-Lock
• Hint Cards (Set of 2)
• Deck of Reflection Cards
• Invisible Ink Pen
• UV Flashlight
• Red Lens Viewer
• USB Drive (Blank)

Pricing (Bundles)

Access codes give webpage login with access to premade games as well as online games that do not require the boxes to work. These are great for linking in Google Classroom as additional work or when unexpectedly out of the classroom. Use the webpage frequently during your year and you may learn enough to discontinue the annual fee and make up your own games!
Tips & Tricks

- Keep your boxes organized during set up!
- Boxes work best with 3-5 students to assure ALL students are working.
- Keys DO NOT mix- There is no master key for all boxes!
- Color coding is important- Make sure each box, keyed lock, and keys are color coded to keep them together.
- Keep track of your combinations. If you forget the combo, you have to break the lock!
- Have a designated location for students to put locks once they open them so they do not play with and change the combination.
- Students will cheat. Give them an incentive to keep them honest, such as the group with the fastest time wins a prize. As an alternative, you can make them record and prove their combinations in order to win.
- Be creative and make your own games. Turn regular assignments in to BreakOut games easily. Change multiple choice answers in to colors, arrows, or letters to create combinations. Use Google sheets or jigsaw puzzles to reveal codes. Teachers Pay Teachers also feature games to buy.
Student can make games too! Last year, our 8th grade Honors Science class made a game for the regular classes to complete.

Coming Soon!

Breakout Edu is adding games with Common Core alignment to make it easier to find games for specific content areas!

Check out their website for more information.
Thank You!

Helpful Links

QR Code Reader for Chromebooks
Web QR
Jigsaw Puzzle Creator
www.jigsawplanet.com
Discovery Education Puzzle Creator
puzzlemaker.discoveryeducation.com
Secret Note Maker
smartsnoteedu.com

Thank you!
Thank you so much for coming! We hope this session was useful to you, and you consider purchasing Breakout Edu (or building your own boxes) for your campus! Please feel free to give us a shout if you have any questions, or if you just want to share your experiences from your campus!
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